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General Dwight D. Eisenhower on Warsaw , after
hi s visit to the Polish Capital on September 21, 1945.

" TF arsaw is far more tragic than anything I have
seen. This represen ts deliberate destruction and th e
burning out of an en tire city by th e G ermans.' '
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INTRODUCTION

Glancing throu gh this collection of photographs, you

and systematic accuracy, according to a prepared and de-

might readily be led to assume that this is just another of

tailed plan. That is what makes the Warsaw tragedy so

those documents describing the tragic destruction of war

incredible, that is what distinguishes her fate from that of

-the type of document that could be produced by all

so many other devastated European capitals.

too many of Europe's cities today. But there is a tragic
difference here. This collection depicts Warsaw, the city
that suffered a fate hitherto unprecedented and unparalleled. Despite the bombs that rained on London, the dome
of St. Paul's Cathedral still rises in proud majesty, the
Houses of Parliament and Nelson's Column are still intact. The spires of the Cathedal of Cologne still stand
amid the surrounding ruins. France's gothic cathedrals
still tower toward the sky and if Munich and Berlin paid
a heavy price, it should be remembered that their cultural development was of relatively recent date. Even so,
Potsdam, Sans Souci and the Brandenburger Tor escaped destruction by Allied bombs.

Rotterdam was destroyed in the course of a few
hours. Berlin had excellent anti-aircraft protection. But
havoc came to Warsaw not once, but three times in this
war and, at no time, did she have anti-aircraft protection.
In the third and final act of this drama of destruction,
there was no protection left at all because it took place
during the autumn and winter months following the debacle of the Warsaw Uprising, prior to the entry of the
Red Army. During that period, the Reichswehr, sole
master of deserted Warsaw, unleashed upon the city

de~

tachment after detachment of its men, all specially trained in the noble art of arson. These men put to the torch
everything that had escaped the earlier destruction of the
Dorniers in September 1939 and the heavy tanks of the

The case of Warsaw is different. Gone is every last

four panzer divisions during the Uprising in the summer

one of her medi eval gothic landmarks; gone are her ba-

of 1944. House after house, street after street, district

roque churches, her' renaissance and rococo palaces. Gone

after district went up in fl.ams-according to plan. The

is every monument, bridge, hospital, library and museum.

city in which western European culture had blossomed at

Nothing is left, nothing. The destruction of Warsaw was

a time when in Berlin the Hohenzollerns were erecting

carried out with truly admirable precision, with calculated

barracks instead of museums, the city in which Chopin

grew up, where Paderewski spent the years of his youth,

starts moving along the lines. You can see flower vendors

the city of Canaletto's paintings, the beloved city of

amid mountains of rubble, children playing amid tombs,

Marie Curie- this was the city that was singled out to be

men living amid ruins. In no one other of Europe's ruined

razed from the face of the earth . Hitler found tens of

cities are living conditions as hard as in Warsaw, yet to

thousands of his henchmen to volunteer for this work,

no other city did the population-exiled and scattered all

but history can record no voice raised in protest. That is

over Europe- return home with such an elemental force

the horror of it all, the ungodly aspect of Warsaw's fate-

of attachment. And this very love, this very attachment

the German aspect.

even to the ruins of their once proud capital, parallels the

Between the covers of this book you will see scenes
of a city that through five centuries of restless history was
erected with painstaking care by a people that loved culture and longed for it. And alongside these pictures, you
will see all that was left of this city after five years of

great cultural effort of those centuries when they were
striving to make their city outstanding in beauty and
cu lture. It is proof of the undying vitality of the Polish
people. It stimu lates respect and admiration throughout
the world and evokes in us the thought:

rule by an invader who, not satisfied with destroying

WE COULD NOT AID FIGHTING WARSAW

his own culture, set out to eradicate that of his ne ighbors.

IN HER DIRE NEED. LET US HASTEN TO
HER RESCUE NOW WHEN, AMID UNTOLD

There are other pictures in this book. Pictures showing how Warsaw is being rebui lt; how the city's people
labor with ant-like industry and perseverance to replace
that which has been destroyed. Despite the devastation,
despite the lack of tools, lack of food and other essentials,
the building goes on in a town where there are no lights,
no fuel, no lines of communication. You will witness the
joy of these people as each store is rebuilt, as each trolley
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STRUGGLING TO RESTORE THE BEAUTIFUL CITY THAT WAS WARSAW.

WARSAW
ACCUSES
THE STAGES OF DESTRUCTION
The systematic destruction of Warsaw was performed
in several successive waves. Their order can be stated
as follows:
I. The siege of Warsaw (September 1939). It
is the only period in which the devastation can be apparently ascribed to war operations. However, this is
contradicted by the generally known fact of premeditated
bombardment of buildings of no military importance
whatever by the Germans. Among such objects there
were schools and hospitals, seats of learning and ancient
palaces, museums and dwelling-houses. The particularly
high number of losses in quarters of historical importance
proves that in the work of destruction there acted
a conscious thought of no military character whatever.
This was to come fully to light immediately after the
German invasion in Warsaw, when the German architects

worked out, in the winter of r 9 39/ 40, by order of the
Government, the plan of a new German Warsaw.
According to this plan there was to be left of old Warsaw
only the Old City - alleged to be German in its character - in its medieval outline; outside it, there was
planned a creation having absolutely nothing in common
with Warsaw. The realisation of this plan required the
destruction of the present city, and this achievement was
started with the siege of 1939.
The Old City, the oldest quarter of Warsaw, surrounded with the street Podwale and with medieval
walls, suffered comparatively little from the bombardment of 1939. It was chiefly dwelling-hou; es and churches
in the neighbourhood of the Royal Castle that were
damaged, but the shots which hit them were meant for
the Castle. Thus there was burned down the roof of
the Cathedral and the roofs of the houses in Piwnastreet.
The destruction of the Castle marks a particularly
drastic chapter in the action of 1939 and following
years. On the 17th September 1939 there fell a rain of
firing missiles on the Castle. They caused fire on the roof;
the helmets on the Ladislas Tow er and the Clock Tow er
were also burned down (on that very day Hitler directed
the siege of Warsaw himself and observed his achievement
from the belfry of the monastery in Godawek). After
the taking of Warsaw, having ascertained that the Castle
was still saved, the Germans immediately staTted planned
destruction, destroying entirely the Castle's interiors
which had till then remained untouched. They exported
furniture, broke out mantelpieces and woodwork, sawed
out and broke down ceilings. At the sa~e time hard

work by technical military detachments took place: they
bored thousands of holes in the walls and pillars of the
Castle in order to undermine it.
When Polish scholars and conservators, in view of
the rejection of their efforts by the local administrative
authorities, declared that they would intervene in Berlin,
they were informed that the Castle was to be destroyed
according to the command of the highest factors. In
a whisper the name of Hitler was mentioned, who
ordered to destroy the Royal Castle as a symbol of
Polish state. Considering this information we can 11nderstand, why Governor-General Frank during his first
stay in Warsaw.:_ 10th October 1939 - tore off himself
in the Throne Hall of the Castle the eagles embroidered
in silver on the canopy and encouraged the dignitaries
surrounding him to follow his example. This president
of the Institute for International Law and honorary
Doctor honoris causa of the University of Modena gave
the signal for robbery, commited openly and without
scruples. For we remember how in November and December 1939 the clerks of the Government and of the
County-Office of Warsaw were officially allowed to
rob the property of the Castle, even for their private
use. We further remember, how German directors, chiefs,
councillors and small clerks, generals and soldiers of
the military police roamed about the demolished halls
of the Castle and the stores of the State Art Collections,
carrying off or taking away on cars boxes full of stolen
works of art. And we remember again Prof. Frey and
Dr. Miihlmann, how they - in the company of Gestapomen with Theo Deisel at their head - swarmed all
over the hallS, pointing out the architectural fragments,

mantel-pieces, sculptures, and woodcarvings, which were
to be broken out of the walls, to be exported, and
those which were to be left for destruction. German
·dignitaries, architects, scholars, German generals and
soldiers united their efforts in the work of destroying
the Royal Castle. We have the right, then, to make the
whole of the German nation responsible for that terrible act of barbarism.
In January 1940 the underminig of the Castle was
started but stopped very soon, apparently in consequence
of foreign interference. The building was left in a state
of complete inward devastation. Before the announced
blowing up of the Castle in 1940 quite a number of
architectural fragments, such as portals, mantel-pieces,
woodwork, friezes, inlaid floors, doors etc. were saved.
A part of these fragments was concealed in the Nati0nal
Museum and the examples are now exhibited.
The quarters, surrounding the medieval centre of Warsaw, designed in the German plans for reconstruction,
suffered in 1939 very considerable losses. Besides many
characteristic dwellinghouses of the XVIIth and XVIIIth
centuries in the Cracow Suburb and in Senatorska-street,
ten palaces with big courtyards in the Baroque style
were burned to the ground. Many other dwellinghouses
and palaces were seriousiy damaged.
Thus we suffered as early as 1939 a huge loss in the
domain of architectural interiors, with the burning down
of so many palaces of the XVIIth and XVIIIth centuries,
typical for Warsaw Baroque and Rococo, a loss
particularly painful considering the devastation of the
Castle interiors by the Germans. Of the classicist epoch
of King Stanislas Augustus Poniatowski there only re-

mained the palace of ,,Lazienki" (the Bath-house) and
the deformed interiors of the Potocki palaces Nr. 1 5 and
32 in the Cracow Suburb. On the outskirts, there was
burned down the palace of the end of the XVIIIth
century called Kr6likarnia (the Rabbit-Warren) and the
small palace in Pow'lzki - remnants of a park foundation of the beginning of the XIXth century.
The greatest loss among ecclesiastical edifices of the
XVIIIth century was the burning down of a monument
of early classicism - the Protestant Church with its
dome, so characteristic for the outline of Warsaw. Other
churches suffered such losses as the burning down of
roofs, the piercing of ceilings and' walls; they preserved,
however, mostly their interiors and valuable equipment.
The classical epoch of the Congress Kingdom, represented in Warsaw by many monumental public buildings, then also suffered heavy losses. The prominent
edifice of this epoch, the magnificent Grand Theatre
together with the Masquerade Halls and the National
Theatre were burned down. So was also .the
beautiful architectural complex of buildings of the Ministry of Finance in Bank Square. Besides these, other
historical buildings of this era, making characteristic
urban interiors of streets and squares, such as the New
World or Grzybowski Square, and a number of dwellinghouses of the beginning of the XIXth century, which
gave the proper classicist stamp to the old Warsaw,
were destroyed or severely damaged.
Thus, on our side, it was not only the blood of the
defenders and of the civilian population that made up
the balance of four weeks of fighting, aggravated in the

last ten days by heavy artillery fire. The ruins of falling
buildings, containing museal and library collections,
priceless for our national civilisation, covered the bodies
of those who were killed.
The Museum and the Library of the Zamoyskis, the
Library of the Przezdzieckis, nearly the whole of the
Raczynskis' collections fell a prey to the fire, ·the
majority of the Krasinski museum was devastated. There
was entirely burned down the Museum of Arts and Crafts
connected with the Institute educating new generations
of artisans, the Museum of Industry and Agriculture
with numerous scientific laboratories, the largest Ethnographical Museum of Poland, distinguished by a Northern
Asiatic collection, the Museum of Industry and Technique
which had developed vigourously and illustrated . how
long we had collaborated in the technical achievements
of humanity, to say nothing of many smaller or more
specialised museums. The losses of private collections,
containing treasures of Polish and foreign art, were no
less considerable. The Archives of Education were burned
down entirely, the Financial Archives - in part. The
magnificent Central Military Library with ist priceless
Rapperswyl collections, containing curious unique Emigrant publications of the XIXth century - was also
hurried to the ground.
II. A t the ti m e o f t h e G er m a n o c c up at ion
besides the destruction of the interior of the Royal Caistle,
carried out with premeditation, isolated cases of devastation of historical monuments were to be noticed, being
accounted for in different ways. What remained of the
Roesler dwelling-houses in the Cracow Suburb was destroyed, so was the Palace of the Branickis in Miodowa-

street and the classicist toll-gate houses of Wola and Jerozolimskie. The Germans, not allowing of course any protecting work on damaged or burned historical buildings,
condemned them to total ruin. At last, in 1943, they started destroying the city on a large scale by the burning of
the so-called Ghetto area. On this occasion many valuable historical buildings were destroyed, e. g. dwellinghouses of the XVIIIth and XIXth centuries in Bielanskastreet, classicist houses in Przejazd-street of the first half
of the XIXth century. For the archives, libraries and museums of Warsaw there begins with the period of occupation the ,,securing" action of the Central German Commission. Later on, a staff of German expert commissioners begins methodically their task of robbing and disorganising collections and several cultural centres, a task
planned to extend over several years.
The work of expropriators runs on several lines. In the
first place, there are the remnants of Warsaw collectiom
which had either not been devoured by fire, or concealed
safely for the moment. In the second stage there pass
through Warsaw collections of Museums and Archives,
confiscated in the building of the Museum. Among them,
there were some of the best known collections of old tradition and European fame. Still, the Germans payed
most attention to the collections of the National Museum - saved in 99°/o - and to all those works of art
which in the course of September and October 193 9 were
secured by the management of the Museum on its own
initiative, counting on protection under the rules of the
Hague Convention. The priceless collections of the Royal
Castle and of the t.azienki Palace in particular, saved Ii-

terally under fire, were thought to have found here a secure shelter.
Reality gave the lie to suppositions based on the principles of general European humanism. In this era the occupant managed to export or destroy partly on the spot:
1) the collections of the Warsaw Castle,
2) the collections of the t.azienki Palace (incl. picturegalery of King Stanis1as Augustus, furniture, pottery ect.),
3) King Stanislas Augustus' cabinet of plaster-casts
(first casts of antique originals, only small remnants
left),
4) King Stanislas Augustus' collection of prints, etchings, drawings (about 8 5 ooo objects),

5) the collections of the State Mint,
6) the collections which were the property of the Na-tional Museum (more than 240 boxes),

7) ·t he collections of the Museum of the Army,
8) the majority of collections of the Museum at Goluch6~, deposited for war-time in Warsaw,
9) the- State Archeological Museum almost the
whole equipment, the archives and the most valuable collections,
10) the cabinet of drawings by foreign masters belonging to the collections of Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts,
u)

the majority of the collections of Wilan6w palace,

12) the most precious objects among private deposits
in the Nation} Museum, incl. the collections of the

Raczynskis, Potockis, Radz,iwiHs and Branickis in
Warsaw, the Tarnowskis and Zamoyskis in Dukla
and Sucha, to say nothing of smaller collections,
13) rescued fragments of the Zamoyskis' and Krasinskis' collections devoured by fire,
14) more prominent illuminated manuscripts from the
University Ubrary, the National, Krasinski, Zamoyski, Wilanow and Sucha Libraries,
1 5)

the whole Military Archives of the Legions' Fort,

1 6)

about 1 o carriage loads of records from the Chief
Archives and the Archives of New Documents.

This list is not complete, it only illustrates as an
example the course of that action on a large scale. It is
remarkable, that in this way all the research work on the
Polish Middle Ages, whose great wealth came to light in
the last years of intense work, was taken as ,,urdeutsche
Kunst im W eichselland".
The rest - the magnificent framework of the most
precious resources of Warsaw's three greatest libraries,
a framework created from the Zaluskis'Library, one of
the largest public libraries in the XVIIlth century, 60 ooo
manuscripts, 45 ooo old printed books (incl. 20 ooo incunables), together with musical objects, cartographical and
graphic collections - was crammed together in a half
ruined, leaky building of the Krasinskis' Library. Thus
the devastation of these objects was prepared. The destruction of collections was not only realized in this, so
to speak ,,official" way. While exporting the numismatic collections German clerks stole a part of the coins and
gold medals, oHicers and Gestapo-men stole for themselves historical, decorative weapons, clerks were privately

interested in Gobelin tapestry in particular, ancient carpets and furniture. And then there used to park in front
of the National Museum lorries, on which furniture, carpets, pictures and scU'lptures for the clubs of officers, of
,,Gestapo" and of clerks, for German offices and very
often for dignitaries' lodgings, were loaded. How often
one could, later on, come across such stolen objects in the
antiquarian markets of Warsaw and Cracow! Let us still
recall the gifts, offered to each other by German dignitaries on the occasion of decorations, family ceremonies,
and the assumption or resignation of off ice. The Governor-General was again the first person thus presented: in
November 1939 the Warsaw ,,Gestapo" offered him the
Portrait of a Young Man by Rembrandt from the collections of Lazienki Palace, then preserved in the National
Museum. This portrait, which its new owner did not manage to take away, was found in the cellars of the Royal
Castle of Wawel in Cracow, and it adorns the present
exhibition. Later on, the Museum had often the honour
of being visited by the Governor of Warsaw Fischer and
sheriff Leist or their representatives; the visitors never
forgot to take a keepsake with them, - pictures or works
of applied art, as gifts for their friends. Thus the German
occupants ,,secured" the collections, and it was only of
security that the orders for reporting on works of
art in private collections spoke. These orders were the
base for expropriating a.ction.
III. Warsaw Insurrection (August - Sep tember 1944).
The destruction of the Ghetto was a large step towa·r ds
realisation of the secret plans of entire transformation of
the city after liquidation of all eminent architectural

I

works which constituted monuments of Polish art and
Polish civilisation.
The devastation of Warsaw achieved by the Germans
during and after the fall of the insurrection changed this
general plan inasmuch, as the city now was to be ruined
entirely.
And here we again come across a very characteristic
circumstance, namely, that on the plans of devastation
there worked experts, who knew perfectly well, what
was most valuable in the town, what was not only to be
burned down, but destroyed entirely to deprive the city
of its most essential characteristics. As a result of this
work, we can see among singed but still standing walls
of dwelling-houses heaps of rubbish which not long ago
were edifices embellishing the capital, forming her outline
and picture. In their vile work, the Germans assumed
that dwelling-houses do not make the city, that they do
not bear witness to this city being Warsaw.
The insurrection was for the Germans a signal for realisation of their plans prepared long ago. There followed
the systematic burning down of suburbs in which the insurrection did not keep its ground, and the intense bombardment of defended quarters. And here, among the
dreadful devastations which afflicted whole blocks and
quarters, one can observe particular ·r ancour as to more
valuable buildings. It is ·e nough to mention the destroying
of the Old City which went far beyond purely military
aims, or the destruction of St. Alexander's church by three
precisely hitting bombs dropped on it from low flight.
The Warsaw insurrection also opens a new chapter of
the martyrdom of Polish libraries, museums and archives. What did not fall into ruin during street-fights, air-

bombardments and artillery-fire, was pedantically set on
fire by special detachments of SS-men a f t e r t h e c a pit u 1 at ion. Warsaw now lives through the apogee
of its martyrdom. The list of these new losses fills one
with horror. Very small, and till now hidden remnants
of the collections of magnates ( e. g. the Raczynskis) fall
a prey to that new devastation. First of all, however,
private collections, or remnants of collections are lost
which are closely connected with the history of the city,
and collections newly formed under the occupation,
gathered with the thought of the filling anew of public
museums. Magnificent collections rescued from the destruction of 1939 and later robbery, and all those collections which were brought by their proprietors from the
provinces to Warsaw to save them from war dangers e. g. the valuable collections of Jablonna - now belong
to the past.
After the capitulation of the Old City, in September
1944, there was burned to the ground the dwelling-house
of the family of Baryczko, with its princeless collections
of ,,Varsaviana '. At the same time, besides hundreds of
archives and libraries of Warsaw, there fell a prey to
ruin the Chief Archives, the Archives of Ancient Documents and the Financial Archives. With the death of these
the Polish nation was deprived of most valuable historical
documents which bore witness to the ancient and noble
membership of our country in the great family o.f nations
with old European civilisation and ancient political tradition. Of 41 ooo current metres of archival shelves only
5-10°/o of documents were saved.
But the vicissitudes of the Nat:ional Museum speak
with particular elequence. In the course of two months

the Museum was systematically robbed and profaned by
four German battalions in succession. After the capitulation it presented that picture of most dreadful devastation, being a proof of what German culture · really is.
Canvases vere cut with bayonets and perforated with
revolver-bullets, with arrows from ancient catapults and
bows. Pieces of sculpture were damaged by shooting and
broken. Mummies were torn and Egyptian sarcophagi
broken to pieces. The Renaissance enamels of Limoges
were used as food-dishes, and after damaging - thrown
out through the window. Cut Gobelin-tapestry was used
instead of blankets, historical glasses and pottery - broken; in many halls, changed into latrines - there were
excrements among works of art and monuments of the
past. Some of the examples of that unheard-of barbarity are
presented at this exhibition. The picture is completed by
hundreds of parcels, sent by officers and soldiers to Germany through field-post, with stolen museal collections;
by officers walking around with historical swords, rapiers and batons; by soldiers. putting on historical costumes. And through the caves there were driven many times thousands of hungry women, children and old people, sleeping on floors of concrete and exiled from houses burned around the Museum.
,
IV. Methodic, careful and planned work, directed by
the SS- and police-general Geibel started for good a f t e r
the defeat of the ins u r rec ti on. It came to light
already in the careful numbering of blocks and their setting on fire according to some order of succession. Towards the end of November 1944 there were noticeable
on some historical monuments, among others on the monument of Prince Poniatowski, boards with the inscrip-

tion ,,not to be blown up'. Soon after, at the beginning
of December, the Royal Castle was blown up. Taking
advantage of the preparations of 1939/40 they managed
to achieve the highest accuracy in destruction. All that
remained of the Castle was a heap of rubbish with the
concrete ribbing of roofs on top. Only one fragment of
the wall with traces of gilt from 'the little Council Chamber sticks out of the ruin.
At the same time, the Cathedral was undermined and
blown up; there were only remnants left of the walls of
the Southern nave and a fragment of the chancel wall.
Under the ruins of the Cathedral were lost priceless monuments of the XVIth, and XVIIth centuries, among
them the tombs of the Princes of Masovia. Simultaneously
with the Cathedral there was blown up the late-Renaissance church of the Jesuits with its <lome over the chancel
and its tower with a beautiful helmet, so characteristic
for the outline of the Old City. Here too, under the ruin
of pillars, walls and ceilings, precious pictures and monuments were lost. Among them the excellent late-Baroque monument of Tarlo, whose fragments .are still to
be noticed among the rubbish. The destruction of six
further churches in the Old City resulted in the complete
effacement of the outlines of the city.
On the 11th of December, 1944, they started boring ve!y
carefully the Palace of the Ossolinskis (later Briihl Palace - the Ministry for Foreign Affairs) in Wierzbowastreet and the neighbouring ,,Saxon Palace" (the General Staff building). The first was blown up on the 18th
December, the second on :the 27th-29th December. The
beautiful, monumental colonnade of the Staff building,
dividing the square from the Saxon Garden, did not fall

at once. Two central columns over the Unknown Soldier'sTomb remained. They were blown up separately
the next day. The fury of devastation went so far that
even ihe gates of the Ossolinskis' Palace, adorned with
Rococo-sculpture, were blown up separately. It was during the blowing up of this palace that the conscious and
expert attitude towards the objects to be destroyed became manifest: in the complex of palace edifoces of the
XVIIth and XVIIIth century there was also a new building of no artistic value - the corner-house of Wierzbowa and Fredro Streets. This very house remained
untouched. Only an architect or art historian, able to
choose and appreciate really valuable elements. of the
buildings could thus carry out the destruction.
Towards the end of December, 1944, the Palace of Lazienki was burned down; bea:.itiful ceilings painted by
Bacciarelli, canvases on the hall walls and priceless stuccos and bronzes fell a prey to the flames. But here, too,
the burning down itself did not satisfy the Germans. The
walls of the Palace were carefully bored so as to destroy
the edifice completely. It was saved only thanks to the
sudden flight of the Germans. The Belvedere Palace was
bored through in the same way; they also did not manage
to blow it up. The boring of holes in the pi1lars of the
Great Theatre - burned down in 1939 - was started.
The ,,Palace under the Tin-Plate Roof' and the rescued
churches of the Bernardines, the Carmelites and the Visiting-Sisters in the Cracow Suburb were undermined.
At the last moment a part of the European Hotel
(burned in October 1944), a beautiful building of the
XIXth century, was blown up. On the 16th January

there was also blown up the presbytery of the church of
St. Charles Borromeus in Chlodna-street.
The conscious systematic action did not - of course spare the monuments. During the occupation the monument of Chopin in the Ujazdowskie Alleys and the monument of the POW-soldier in Malachowski-Square were
broken to pieces. For a long time the city managed to
ransom from destruction other monuments, designed for
melting as metal. Dur•ing the insurrection there fell,
through bombardment, the column of King Sigismund III;
the figure of the King, deprived of the cross and the
sword, rescued by miracle in the ruin of Castle Square,
stands patron to our exhibition of to-day. It was also
during the insurrection, that the monument of Copernicus,
sculptured by Thorwaldsen, fell, destroyed by the guns
of those, who pass•i onately fought for the alleged German
origin of the astronomer. We have not found, so far, the
remnams of the figure, perhaps they have been melted
down.
After the insurrection, on 16th December l 944, there
fell first the masterpiece by Thorwaldsen - the monument of Prince Joseph Poniatowski on the Saxon Square,
this very monument which bore the inscription ,,not to
be blown up' . The remnants of the monument prove
dinstinctly the way of the liquidation of the monument
by blowing up. Beween 27th December and lSt January
the monuments of Mickiewicz, Boguslawski, the Pilot and
the Pioneers were destroyed. Some of them by demolishing, some by blowing up, as proved by their fragments, gathered at the exhibition.
Tens and hundreds of greater and smaller collections
of all sorts fall now a prey to the soldiery, or to incendiary

T

detachments. One private library burns after the other,
one collection after the other disappears from the surface
of Warsaw, - collections which were very often alre~dy
bequeathed to our Museum. Here are some more important data:
In the middle of October there was burned down to
the basement, one storey after the other, the bulding of
the Krasinskis' Library, and in it manuscr·ipts which
constituted the chief, original foundation of Polish history
and the largest Polish collection of old printed books.
On 3 rst October there were burned down the Municipal Archives, placed in the former Warsaw Arsenal,
a beautiful architectural monument of the middle of the
XVIIth century.
On 4th November the Archives of New Documents
were burned down - evidence of 20 years of our reborn
government.
On 7th November it was intended to set the National
Library on fire.
On 27th November - Geibel announced the blowing
up of the building of the National Museum.
On r6th January the Public Library was burned down,
an institution which for many years had meritoriously
supplied reading to the crowds of the capital.
In October 22 motor-cars with collections from the
National Museum, both belonging to the Museum and
deposited in it by owners, left in an unknown direction.
Priceless works of Poli~h and foreign art, canvases of
Matejko, Siemiradzki, the Gierymskis, Chelmonski and
many other eminent Polish and foreign artists, were
thrown without any packing on lorries, even without
taking the rainy weather of the season into account. The

pictures were chosen by an SS-lieutnant, Arnhardt, said
to be an architect of Munich, with the help of ro SSsoldiers. Disqualified works of art, thrown on heaps in
the centre of the halls, were then trampled underfoot by
the officer and his soldiers. In the course of November
and December, 1944, and January, 1945, the German s
exported to Silesia 7 carriage loads of collectons of the
National Museum, incl. a great collecton from Rogalin
- Polish and foreign paintings rescued by miracle till
that time in a hiding place, and 21 / 2 carriage loads from
the State Archeological Museum.
The ,,evacuation" of Warsaw libraries was at the same
time superintended by the chief of the Berlin State
Library, Prof. Dr. Gustav Abb, whose private interests
always tended to the stores of stationery goods. In the
archives the saddest recollections are left of the chief of
the archives for the General Government, Dr. Branig.
Such are the basic outlines of the life and death of
Warsaw archives, libraries and museums during the German occupation. Exhibits, gathered at the Museum, illustrate these vicissitudes in a silent and yet strongly affecting way. The manner of their plastic presentation makes
detailed explanations and descriptions unnecessary. What
was only necessary, was just to remind the reader briefly
of a few chapters in the latest history of Warsaw.
The aim of the exhibition was not one more show of
national martyrdom, the creation of a panopticum of
horrors, perpetuating what the ·c ity, as a living organism,
has been trying to regenerate for the last three months,
by cleaning and healing the wounds. Our duty is to
objectivise the vicissitudes, to realize in the chaos of ruins

the sense of catastrophe, to discover the intention of the
enemy.
The destruction of the symbols of our national state
existence, the wiping out of those components of our
national civilisation which constituted the distinctness and
the splendour of that civilisation - such as the physiognomy of the capital in the XVIIth and the XVIIIth centuries or the classi,cist background of the revolutions of
1830 and 1863 - such a sterilisation of the organism of
the city by depriving it of all nationally living elements
was to make possible the introduction of architectural
accents quite foreign 1to us, the Germanisa:tion of the city
landscape which, together with the destruction of scientific and educational workshops was to kill culture and
the nation. In one word, a gigantic Oswi<ccim, for the
whole nation, perfected by German humanism, a masterpiece of national-socialist learning, a work of greater genius than the myth of the Nordic origin of the Germans.
The f i r s t p r a c t i c a l c o n c l u s i o n from the
exhibition is: living symbols without which a nation cannot exist, must be rebuilt, whole epochs mu~t be brought
back to plastic life, the epochs which were to be wiped
out from the records of our civilisation. Our scholarship
which in the very capital during the last six years managed to save its necessary materials, will start this work.
The destruction of Warsaw was the work of not only
the Party or police ,,mafia", but of the whole German
nation with the ilearned class at its head. It was typically
German, disciplined community work, and hence the
s e co n d c o n c 1u s ion : German ,,culture" is guilty·
of the unheard-of crime, the whole German naition must
be severely punished. Punishment,however, gives only an

emotional satisfaction, and this is not enough for us.
Amends must be made. Besides a faithful reconstruction of immobile elements of our ciwilisation, there must
take place the reconstruction of our collections as scientific and educational workshops. We must get compensation in museal treasures, which proved morally unproductive on German ground. Not only in treasures exported
now or some time ago from Poland, because these are too
few, but also in treasures of general culture. The exhibition proves that the Germans have no moral right to
keep these objects in the future. That is why Warsaw
does not complain by means of that exibition, but
WARSAW ACCUSES
before the tribunal of nations.

A Leja f erozoli111ska Street, corn er of Bracka Street (on e of //V arsaw's main streets).

N owy Swiat-one of Warsaw's main streets .

The Royal Castle-view ed from Swietojanska Street.
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Th e Poniatowski Monum ent ( w ork by Thorwaldsen) and th e Arcade leading into th e Saxon Gardens,
flank ed by th e General Staff building,
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The Town Hall.

The Alexan d er C hurch.

. erio1
. . of the Alexander Church.
Th e int

St. ] olzn' s Cathedral.

Th e Sacram ent Church in th e Old City.

Kanonia Street in the Old City.
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W azki Dunaj Street in th e Old City.
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Szpitalna Street .wit h th e Prudential H ouse-W a·rsaw' s tallest building in th e background.

A fragm ent from th e J ewish Gh etto (after destruction) .
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On e of th e many typical sites of Warsaw today . Memorial inscription on a wall w here 40 members of
the Polish R esistance were executed by th e G ermans in F ebruary, 1944.
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Sunday service in th e ruins of th e A lexandPr Church. Th P wors hippers at th e
entrance t o the catacombs w here services are held.

Th e only remaining r elic of a Marlo1111a
among th e ruin s of St. John's Cath edral.
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A young boy prays at a street-altar in th e ruin ed Old City of Warsa w .

A flow er market ill "f!Varsaw in front of th e ruined Alexander Church.
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A street-bazaar in Warsaw-life is going on among th e ruins.

Th e babies of Warsaw grow up among the ruins.
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